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SPECIFIC COMMENTS TO AUTHORS 

The author resent a simple add-on procedure to the traditional open surgery method of 

peritoneal dialysis catheter implantation. Their method does not need an additional 

incision, suture, or change of surgical site. This method is the same as the one being 

carried out by our center. This simple modification helps to maintain the catheter in the 

expected orientation, which will increase the efficacy of dialysis. 
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SPECIFIC COMMENTS TO AUTHORS 

The manuscript deals with important clinical problem, which is optimizing accessibility 

of peritoneal dialysis, a method considered as complementary to hemodlialysis in 

chronic renal failure. The uniqueness of proposed method lies in creating short 

musculofastial tunnel in the course of PD cathether implantation. The article deals with 

material gathered over 2 year period consisting of 115 cases of no tunneled cathether 

implantation and 107 cases of tunneled cathether implantation. From clinical perspective 

siginificant advantage of the proposed method lies in lesser deviation of cathether angle 

toward the pelvis with smaller number of cathether tip migration and in consequence 

cathether disfunction in the tunneled group in comparison to no tunnel group. 

Manuscript is highly valuable in regards to clinical practice, thanks to modern methods 

used in statistical analysis. It is also very well researched - the authors reference the very 

first publication on this subject from year 1981. It is also worth noting that the 

manuscript under review is a first since 1981 to study this subject with such 

thoroughness, which makes it a very important read. In conclusion, it's a very 

comprehensive and valuable article, as well as a pleasant read, thanks to authors high 

literary competency.  

 


